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For Nephi

We will corset our chests in whalebone
knowing every heart has its Jonah song.
Sandra Beasley
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Light Passes Through

Light Passes Through
"Today the sea is flatter than the
flattest of my mother's daughters,"
my oldest brother says as we drive
up Highway 101. With borrowed
surfboards, secondhand wetsuits,
we hit the waves where the locals
let us join their tight formation.
Paddling out past the riptide
cradled by circinate waves
I float while deciding whether
to return to shore.
My eyes follow the rays of sunlight
below the surface of the water.
Then, resolved, I stand
on my board and
with an abalone shell
cut off my breasts
drop them in the shoals
catch a wave back in.
Twenty years later
I return to dive deeper
than the light penetrates
to gather the pieces of me,
to thicken my blood.
The tide carries me back
to shore. I crawl up
into a shipwreck, the windswept
ribcage of a giant.
I

Each sunrise, the light
passes through its bones.
Tomorrow I will go home.
Today the sea is cresting
high and wild,
rolling swollen waves
to the horizon.
Tomorrow the sea will be
as gentle as my mother's
softest daughter.
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Poet Seeks Apprentice
Write the things that need to be written.
Drink the things that need to be drunk.
Carry the things that need to be carried.
Empty the things that need to be emptied.
Fill the things that need to be filled.
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On the Cusp
Walking home from the bus
stop in the late afternoon
the clouds low and heavy
snow falling endlessly as
early darkness beguiles the
streetlights into flaring on too soon
I pause inside the circle of a
lamp's phosphorescence
and turn my face
straight up to see where
the snow begins the gray
sky glowing lit from behind
and flakes swirl around me
as if I am flying upwards
into the swelling
silver ether
*

Driving across town
in the dark the windshield
wipers sweeping rain from
the glass the blackness
diluted by suburban glow all
of us rolling our windows down
to catch the wetness to
feel it magnify the moment
the being
alive and wild with
no school in the morning and
the street lights glinting on
rivulets of rain on the windshield
4

we turn the radio up
and scream the song about
the movie Breakfast at Tiffany's
which we've all seen but which
I don't understand
and we wish for the dark
for the rain and the road
to never end
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Cotton and Crow
If you were rat and I were rat, I'd still fall in love with you.
If you were hawk and I were the moon, I'd be more in love with you.
If you were hawk and I were rat, I'd run from your sharp shadow.
You hunger, thirst, wish to consume; I'm still in love with you.
IfI were shark and you were tuna, I'd hunt you for your sweet flesh.
I'd swallow you whole, taste your heart in my mouth, to always be with you.

If you were fox and I were cloud, I'd cover your tracks with snow.
IfI were fox and you were hunter, I'd roam far afield with you.
If you were raven and I were bear, I'd curse the stars above.
I'd shed my fur skin, swallow my teeth, grow wings to fly with you.
If I were a woman named cotton and you were the man you are,
I'd bare my white fangs, grow a fur coat, track your wood-scent to find you.
You are hawk, heart, raven, bear, man leaving scent in the woods
I am fox, moon, shark, cloud, woman with wings that fly to you.
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Bright as Brass
Late at night round the bars
we raise our ales to us,
we students of the arts,
our futures bright as brass.
We raise our ales to us,
our futures cloudy as ash,
as bright as brass.
Our hearts beat hard.
Our futures cloudy as ash,
we lie on sheets of barest cotton.
Our hearts beat hard, beset with dreams
that breathe like stalking beasts.
We lie on sheets of barest cotton.
We live on ether
and breathe like stalking beasts
late at night round the bars.
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Tin-Pan Alley
Be my back-of-the-house tincan-baby? We'll be heartlessly in love. We'll crank out more
tin-can-babies, we'll make our
own wooden wings to wear, we'll
creak when we walk and we won't
care. We'll paint our metal bellies and leave the house still wet,
collecting feathers and dirt
on our rusty skins as we dry.
Our copper lips will crack when
we shout our unoiled songs and
we won't care.
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Hobo Heart
Your heart is too hot inside your ribcage
so you set it on a windowsill to cool.
A passing tramp finds it steaming there,
smelling of nutmeg and tobacco.
It smells so good he snatches it and flees.
Now your heart rides the rails in a dirty bindle
across the continental divide while
your body carries heartless on back home.
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A Pickle
I found a pumpkin shell
and thought,
here is the thing!
I quick ran home
with it and
clapped you inside.
The pumpkin shell
is sitting in my kitchen now if I let you out you'll be mad
but if I don't, you're
in a pumpkin shell.
I should have left it
where I found it, I should have
thrown it in the river
I should have made you pumpkin pie
so it would be inside of you
instead of you
inside of it.
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Winter Tankas
A tree's black winterbare outline against the bright
orange wall of the
A+ Lucky Market and
the pale blue sky.
As if I do not
know already when I ask
him what the date is
today, as if I were not
making an excuse to ask.
A knot of dry brown
pampas grass lying on the
ground cloaked in velvet
morning frost, hiding green roots
as if it's ignorant of spring.
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Remedies
I'll take my heart in hand,
soak it up in whiskey, coat it
all in crumbs, fry it up in butter
till it's quite cooked through.
Or maybe bind it up in linen,
drop it in the creek, let it roll
among the rocks and weeds,
till minerals turn it blue.
Or I might set it in a jar, fill it up
with brine, stuff it full of herbs
and salt, leave it on a shelf alone
till it's a pickled stew.
Or I could wrap it up in paper,
tie it up with twine, apply the
proper postage, hope it
finally gets to you.
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My Body a Burl
Could have been
in a side-stepped place
he did the things
he said he didn't do
I didn't know how to know
My heart a bell
My soul a bird
My body a burl
a knot of dormant buds
I know now how to know
I believed he owned the
rosy fingered dawn
I believed
I didn't know
I know
My heart a bell
My hand a tree
My bended knee a wolf
a pack of hungry wolves
But I have always known
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Crow the Man
There is a man
with a coat
made of crows.
The coat chirps and croaks
as the man goes about his business,
rustling wings always settling.
When he arrives home
at the end of the day,
his hand on the knob of his front door
he gives a little shake and the crows
take to the sky, some landing in a
walnut tree in the yard, others
on a telephone wire nearby.
He goes inside and does
what he always does:
makes dinner, reads a book,
goes to bed.
In the morning he dresses,
puts on his hat, goes out the door.
Standing on his front step, he waits
for the crows to fly about
his head and land on his body.
He walks down the street
in his coat made of crows, headed
to catch the train.
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Night Garden
What was it drove me outside
to plant lavender and gaillardia
by the light of the cloud-washed moon?
I do it this way: plants haphazardly stuck
into holes dug earlier by the light of the sun,
soil shoved around roots,
water hosed on soil with too much force.
I don't know which weighs heavier:
my longing for connection
or my desire to pass unseen.
If my words
discomfort you,
I won't be hurt if you withdraw.
I will think you cared to sail
in a different direction.
I will notice your absence.
You will cross my mind.
But, my troubles, I will give you
the night garden treatment
and bury you as I go.
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Petrich or
I am trying to remember the word that means
the smell of the earth when it rains.
I was walking with my son when
it began. Can you smell it, I asked him,
the beginning of the wetness on the ground?
Yes, he replied, I can smell it. It has a name
you know, I said, a word that means
the smell of the dirt when it rains.
What is it, he asked, and I suddenly couldn't
remember. I tried to recall it, only just gone,
but it was as if the letters of the word lay
barely below a sheet of translucent
plastic, the colors of it visible but
the exact shape impenetrably unclear.
So my mind went back to the dry dust
mixing with the first fat drops, the concrete
sidewalks, the blacktop streets glowing in the
cloud-diffused light, wet dots bursting on
the pavement with the dry spaces in between,
the incandescent scent I cannot see,
I cannot name, but it fills my head,
fills all my senses.
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Youngest
Never more present than when I'm
lying next to the sleeping child who
slipped from my body like a pink fish
in a pool of water, amniotic fluid,
blood. His forehead resting against
my temple, his breath light on my cheek
till he turns his head with a sigh, his elbow
propped up on my shoulder. The last of four,
the first I was brave enough to deliver at home,
his coming the gentlest but the most fiery,
the only one born in the morning
after my body softly opened itself all night.
The one who didn't cry his whole first day,
so easy was his arrival. Sweet,
funny, fearless,
pink fish .
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To Jeff
What if I take your hand, pull you
aside, into the tallest reeds?
The muddy water near our ankles
rises quickly past our knees,
but it's quiet out here.
You could hide in the tall reeds forever.
I'll bring you whatever you need,
just don't go.
A tern cried out nearby - did you hear it?
The water lapping in the shallows?
I want to hold on to you, but that's
never been something we do.
You give the best hugs, even
with your feet mired in silt.
I want to keep you here forever.
The mud isn't so bad.
What else can I do?
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Swiftly
My children's time as children
proceeds briskly, leaving
one less day every day.
And I have a man to love,
books to read, mountains to climb,
friends to know, work to do,
stories to tell,
and all of it rising swiftly like
a flock of starlings in a field beyond
that takes to flight, up
the sky away from me,
but circles back above my head,
an elemental throng,
and I think it will pass
over me but it turns at the last
to the east, over the fields,
over the town,
toward the clouds
away.
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Doing the Robot
Every time I stand up doing the robot,
I close my eyes still doing the robot.
Remembering my baby patting my cheeks,
I was sitting at the table in a red wooden chair.
I close my eyes still doing the robot,
his chubby legs pressed against my belly,
I was sitting at the table in a red wooden chair.
He bit my nose. His milky breath was sweet.
I held him facing me, chubby legs pressed against my belly.
Today my baby is making an omelette at the stove.
He bit my nose and his milky breath was sweet.
Give me a minute, I'm doing the robot.
Today my baby is making an omelette at the stove.
I'm stepping out of my skin, I'm slipping off my wedding ring,
give me a minute while I do the robot,
stepping off a sandstone cliff, doing the robot while I fall.
I'm stepping out my skin, I'm slipping off my wedding ring,
I'm checking for wrinkles and my hands are rough.
I'm stepping off a sandstone cliff, I'm doing the robot
while everytime I fall I stand up
doing the robot.
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" ... and we wish for the dark
for the rain and the road
to never end."
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